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Genome Resources



Histone Modification

Epigenetics

short RNAs

DNA Methylation
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http://learn.genetics.utah.edu

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/epigenetics/
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Absent in 
several
model

organisms



Function?Oysters?
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7,642,816 CpG dinucleotides with  
at least 5× coverage were examined
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Why are only a subset of genes methylated?
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mosaic
associated with gene bodies 

based on gene function
explanation?



Sperm & 
Larvae  

(72h & 120h)

Family and  
Developmental Variation





Differentially methylated loci in 
gene bodies could be lethal or 
deleterious, as they would alter 

gene expression.  

Another possibility is that 
differentially methylated loci may 

provide advantageous 
phenotypic variation by 

increasing transposable element 
mobility. 



Assumes some form
of random process  

occurring during  
gametogenesis? 





Summary

• Sparsely (~16 %) methylated genome  

• Limited variation between cell type

• Gene body methylation correlated with 
function  

• Evidence indicates DMRs are predominant 
in transposable elements



Function?







Theory: Does not influence expression level 
but rather alternative splicing.



What?



In species that experience a diverse range of 
environmental conditions, processes have evolved to 

increase the number of potential phenotypes in a 
population in order to improve the chances for an 

individual’s survival.



Roberts and Gavery 2012

in silico analysis
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M M M M
sparse methylation

alternative start sites

sequence mutation
change AA, premature stop codon

conventional transcription
transient methylation

alternate transcript
exon skipping

tissue / temporal specific and 
inducible genes

Transcriptional opportunities

Roberts and Gavery 2012
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germline methylation

conventional transcription
5’ UTR promotor

ubiquitously expressed, 
critical genes

Transcriptional opportunities



Stochastic Variation

housekeeping response to 
change



housekeeping
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Targeted  
Regulation
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Very new data 
Environmental impact  (Estrogens) 



Very new data 
Environmental impact  (Estrogens) 

Exposure results in  
significant hypomethylation
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Very new data 
Environment and gene expression 

stochastic or targeted?

No obvious association 
with genome feature 

including differentially 
expressed 

genes
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Very new data 
Environment and gene expression 

stochastic or targeted 
or ..?

Changes in methylation 
(either direction) 

are more prevalent 
in introns, repeats,  

and  
transposable elements.  

Oyster Hypo-
methylated

Hyper-
methylated

2 7224 2803

4 6560 3587

6 7645 4044
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Predict methylation is limited.
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not in this experiment
not even consistent methylation changes at loci level



more questions…. 
interesting but what is controlling?
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to be  
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product of evolutionary forces
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Considerations

Germline methylation encoded with a pattern 

Environmental perturbation 
impacts DNA methylation 
(predominantly demethylation)

Patterns appear 
to be  

inherited
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Possibly incorporated
into germline 

Lifespan 
or less? 

Could this provide a “memory”  
for subsequent exposure?

Transgenerational  
Impact



If true? 

Limb
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Next Steps

Dig into the  
heat-shock data 

Transposable  
Elements 

Consider other 
epigenetic process 



If true? 

Limb
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Next Steps
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Genetics 
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Epigenetics

Common Garden Experiment
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